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Abstract: Business Intelligence is becoming more pervasive in many large and medium-sized organisations. Being a
long term undertaking Business Intelligence raises many issues that an organisation has to deal with in order to
improve its decision making processes. Data quality is one of the main issues exposed by Business Intelligence.
Within the organisation data quality can affect attitudes to Business Intelligence itself, especially from the business
users group. Comprehensive management of data quality is a crucial part of any Business Intelligence endeavour. It
is important to address all types of data quality issues and come up with an all-in-one solution. We believe that
extensive metadata infrastructure is the primary technical solution for management of data quality in Business
Intelligence. Moreover, metadata has a more broad application for improving the Business Intelligence environment.
Upon identifying the sources of data quality issues in Business Intelligence we propose a concept of data quality
management by means of metadata framework and discuss the recommended solution.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently Business Intelligence (BI) market has experienced high growth and BI technologies have
consistently received attention by many Chief Information Officers [1]. BI is “a set of concepts, methods,
and technologies for turning separated data in an organization into useful information in order to
improve business performance” [2]. In a typical BI environment, data from different sources are
extracted, transformed and loaded (ETL) into an Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW) and, from there, are
used for reporting across the organisation. A technical overview of the main BI stages is presented in
Figure 1. Data quality plays a critical role in BI success since poor data quality can hinder business
decisions at all levels of the organisation [3, 4]. Being very complex at the same time, data quality is an
issue that costs billions of dollars [4, 5]. One reason for that is the fact that data used in the BI
environment are used for decision making; furthermore a particular data set may be used in several
decision processes [6].
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Figure 1 Main Business Intelligence stages
In general, there are two main sources of data quality issues involved in BI projects. The first is source
systems. There are always data quality issues where data do not conform to business requirements (which
might not be correctly outlined by business in the first place) in large corporate systems even after
extensive testing by business users and IT developers. For instance, business users may forget about some
business requirements; IT developers may not correctly understand some business requirements; some
requirements may be lost during the testing; and some may not have been implemented because of time,
budget or resource constraints. The classic example here is that a user types in the address of a customer
incorrectly and the system does not perform any checking in order to advise the user of the error. The end
result is that a source system stores data that do not conform to relevant business requirements.
Besides source systems, the second source of data quality problem is BI processes themselves. By
integrating data from the source systems BI projects create new requirements for the existing data. Now
the data should conform not only to the original source system requirements but also to new business
requirements gathered for the BI project [6]. For example, if for the new BI project some existing data
element is going to be used for reporting for the first time and the data would be grouped using that data
element then major data quality issues with the data element become apparent. Consider the situation
where after bringing the data about customers into the EDW, analysts started to create a report on top
customer agents with grouping on agent locations for the first time. Data quality issues with agent data
would become obvious where they have similar but slightly different agent names and wrong locations. It
is a major task of the BI processes to drive more data exploration and analysis, thereby exposing all
existing data quality issues, even those which were not considered before. BI processes may themselves
become the source of data quality issues because they involve very complex operations with the data
during all BI stages. The ETL represents the first key challenge for any BI project, “70% of the risk and
effort in the DW/BI project comes from this step” [7]. The main reason for this is because during this step
data with a different structure and designed for a different operational purpose are brought into one place
and transformed in such a way as to enable them to be integrated and used together [6]. Another reason is
varying levels of data quality across source systems or even within one source system [3].
Data design for an EDW mainly depends on the business requirements, the structure of the available data
in the source systems and quality levels of the source data. The data design process is extremely complex
in its own right involving understanding of the source data and related business processes, analysing
business requirements, and ensuring naming conventions and data integration through using conforming
dimensions and facts. Production of reports may not seem risky in terms of data quality if the data in the
EDW conform to business requirements, but this BI process has its own reasons for concern. Full
understanding of original business requirements for the EDW data set, EDW data set structure, related
business processes and specific report requirements are the main factors for a successful report
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development process. Merely to understand the data structure in the EDW can be a challenge since it
usually stores multidimensional, integrated data that were designed to be used for different purposes.
Presenting the data in the simplest way is another challenge. It requires solid knowledge of the available
BI Reporting tools.
After the report development process is finished with the reports being approved by the corresponding
business unit, there comes the last BI stage – using the reports. Even during this stage there is a risk of
data quality issues appearing, especially when the report is used widely across the organisation. Some
users do not understand the objective of the report or some of its content. Some users might find that the
report functionality does not meet their needs and requires modification. Some users might claim that the
data in the report are wrong. These issues are related to business users’ understanding of the data and their
experience with the Reporting tools. Adequate training as well as specific information related to the report
is required.
For BI projects to succeed it is important to ascertain where the data quality issues originate in order to
respond to them appropriately and also to inform all stakeholders involved in the BI projects about their
sources. BI will expose data quality issues along the way but will not show BI as a source of all data
quality issues. For data quality issues to be fixed in source systems requires appropriate business
processes, tools and staff. It is useful to discuss responsibilities and possible actions at the beginning of
the BI project in case critical issues are found later.
Data quality represents a huge risk for BI implementation. It is essential for BI to have comprehensive
data quality management, to show the status of data quality across all BI stages starting from source
systems and ending with the use of reports. Otherwise BI implementation will always have issues with
business confidence in data quality and common understanding within the organisation of data quality
issues and their sources.
There is a need for a framework that will assist with general BI issues, and address data quality in
particular. This paper advocates that gathering, managing and providing BI metadata regarding data
quality to all relevant types of users - technical and business users - is the best possible technical solution.
Metadata serves as a mechanism that provides the context about the data within the BI environment [8]
and the context about different elements of the BI environment. Without metadata the data and the BI
environment itself cannot be understood properly [9]. In fact, Gartner Research argues that metadata
management is one of the most important functionalities that the BI environment should deliver [10].
In this paper we focus on data quality issues that originate from BI processes. We also discuss general
principles of data quality management in the BI environment, present the key metadata elements and
show how they can be applied to support data quality management in BI. In brief, this paper presents
discussion and findings regarding the following research questions:
1. What data quality issues does Business Intelligence face?
2. What are general data quality management principles for BI?
3. How can BI Metadata infrastructure support data quality management?
The remainder of this paper has been structured as follows. The next section provides a review of related
work before elaborating on the data quality issues in the BI environment. The fourth section then outlines
the data quality management principles. In the fifth section the authors present and discuss the metadata
framework addressing of data quality issues in the BI environment. The final section provides a summary
of the research.
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RELATED WORK
There have been numerous studies addressing data quality issues in the BI environment. It is common to
use some metadata for dealing with data quality issues in BI [3, 5, 11-15]. Some researchers acknowledge
the characteristics of the BI environment which require them to focus on specific data quality dimensions
[6, 11, 12, 14]. However, not all previous work focused on dealing with data quality issues as such; some
work focused on other topics in the data quality area like prioritisation of data quality enhancement in the
Data Warehouse [6] and overall understanding of data quality across the organisations in specific
industries [16]. In [17] the authors described a tool that presents metadata quality information and,
therefore, allows analysing the status of metadata information stored in the metadata repository with ease.
In [11, 18] the authors proposed a wide-ranging metadata model with an added quality metamodel. This
metadata model covers information about the Data Warehouse in three perspectives: conceptual, logical
and physical. The extensive metadata model was enhanced by with adding quality information about each
object of the metadata model. The quality model also allows the user to distinguish between subjective
quality goals and objective quality factors.
In addition, the idea of providing quality metadata about the data from which reports are generated is
investigated in [3]. Focusing on three quality dimensions (completeness, consistency and confidence) the
authors proposed the use of quality-aware reports which allow users to get the quality status of the report,
to change the report output by tuning quality indicators and to share quality related feedback. Also,
implementation of data quality processes based on metadata and integrated into the ETL process is
described in [13]. Data quality processes are proposed to be implemented by using data quality rules
applied in two certain parts of the BI environment (Staging area of ETL and EDW). This approach is
suggested for situations where data quality tools are not available or there is difficulty with data quality
tool integration. To address the challenge of constant changes in the quality of BI components (source
systems, processes, etc.) and in the users’ requirements, Li et al. [14] proposed a mechanism to capture
and present quality changes to relevant end-users. For this they suggested two new services in the Data
Warehouse architecture – Quality Factory, that stores quality information, and Quality Notification
Service, that is responsible for notifying interested end-users. However, there is little literature that has
explicitly addressed the data quality issues in the entire BI manufacturing process from source systems to
report generation.

DATA QUALITY
ENVIRONMENT

ISSUES

IN

THE

BUSINESS

INTELLIGENCE

Often, data quality is referred to as information quality with the main goals of “meeting business
requirements” [9] or “satisfying data usage requirements” [4]. This definition conforms to a widely
accepted understanding of data quality as being multidimensional [16] since there are many aspects of
meeting business requirements. Data quality issues may appear at any stage of the BI cycle (Figure 2). If
during the implementation of any BI stage the requirements are not fully understood or not implemented
appropriately, the result will not meet the business requirements. In the end it does not matter what the
exact reason is for a wrong number in the end user’s report, but in order to manage data quality we
certainly need to understand all data quality sources. Finally, if the user of the report does not have full
confidence in the data presented in the report, does not understand what it means and does not have any
tools to investigate their concerns, than he might think that there is a data quality issue even when this is
not the case. This figure 2 shows all BI stages as sources of data quality issues. The detailed explanation
of data quality issues at each stage of BI manufacturing process are as follows.
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Figure 2 Main Business Intelligence stages as data quality sources

ETL Development
Before starting to build the next ETL implementation technical staff needs to audit the source data
(perform data profiling). Following this they are able to present the results of data profiling to business
users in order to validate the business requirements in terms of data quality, enabling them to decide how
to implement the ETL in the most effective way. The challenge here is that technical staff must have
regular data profiling results for every significant ETL stage and as a result to have profiling results
before and after the ETL process as regularly as required (e.g. daily). This allows the data quality to be
constantly monitored during the ETL process and to be communicated directly to business users if
required.
Having data profiling statistics for ETL greatly assists with implementing comprehensive data quality
processes. It is proposed to have a centralized dimensional data model called Error Event Schema to
record all errors during the ETL process [7]. Similarly we believe that it is necessary to have overall ETL
statistics which stores not only errors but also all major profiling results during the ETL process to allow
monitoring of data quality through time and to pick up new issues that arise in source systems or during
the ETL process.
Another required data quality statistic is related to relationships between the fact table and the dimension.
It is a quite common situation, especially immediately after building a new fact table, to find that a
number of records in the fact table do not have corresponding values in the dimension. This usually
happens because of a mismatch between data used for populating the fact table and data used for
populating the dimension. It means that there are data quality issues in one of the sources. In this situation
the predefined foreign key (e.g. ‘-1’) in the fact table is assigned and it relates to a specific “Unknown”
record in the dimension. Getting the total number of unknown records in the fact table related to the
specific dimension can be implemented simply by counting records with the foreign key value equal to ‘1’. This “Unknown” statistic is an essential candidate to be included in the overall ETL statistics. Ideally
there should not be any unknown records in the fact table but it is a long-term goal that cannot be
achieved in a short term and that is why it requires constant monitoring.
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It is also possible to have records in the fact table whose foreign keys are not associated with any primary
keys in the dimension due to an error in ETL. This happens when the dimension gets rebuilt (with new
primary keys) without rebuilding (changing foreign keys in the fact table to match new primary keys in
the dimension) the fact tables. This type of issue signals critical problems in the ETL implementation that
may require a review of all ETL development processes. This is a crucial statistic to have as part of the
overall ETL statistics.
If there are data quality issues with values that form the dimension then it would be reasonable to have
statistics about the number of records existing in the fact table and associated with every (or top 10/100)
value in the dimension. This would allow a focus on the key values in the dimension for the data quality
testing. Except for overall ETL statistics there should be a clear automatic presentation of relationships
between all data elements involved in ETL – ETL relationship diagram. This diagram would enable
precise impact analysis for changes in the operational sources and ETL itself. It would also allow the ETL
result – EDW data column – to be confirmed with business requirements or, in other words, to get a
lineage for the data element to confirm the source and transformations along the way. Providing lineage
and dependency information on data is one of the essential requirements for any ETL system [7]. In
situations where the ETL is implemented via scripting, it is hard to deliver the relationship diagram
automatically and therefore the whole ETL process becomes a black box without any means of quality
assurance. Using the manually updated documentation to resolve this issue usually results in out-of-date,
inconsistent documents to support, which slows down the whole ETL process.

EDW design
During this stage EDW modellers identify and analyse the corresponding business process, determine the
grain of the fact table and identify candidate dimensions and fact measures [7]. In addition they have to
implement data integration strategy using conformed dimensions and conformed facts.
Each fact table is designed to assist with a particular business process. Identifying and understanding the
business process can be challenging in a large organisation. Designing the new fact table is an even more
complex task. It is important to store information about each business process (and associated business
requirements) implemented in the EDW and information about each related fact table (e.g. description of
the main goal of the fact table and for what purposes it can be used). This helps to clarify business
requirements behind each fact table and gives a picture of how each business process is covered in the
EDW. This and other EDW specific information can be stored in overall EDW statistics.
Fact table grain is the level of detail in the fact table and is the key to understanding the fact table. In
order to properly determine the grain for the future fact table it is necessary to not only analyse the
business requirements but also to check what data is available in the source systems. The general rule here
is to design the fact table with the lowest grain possible [7]. There are many factors involved which may
lead the DW team to a different decision (e.g. performance, business requirements, simplicity or existing
grain in other similar fact tables). Therefore it is very important to provide information about the grain of
the fact table in the overall EDW statistics. Each fact table has a number of joined dimensions and fact
measures. This information together with the grain defines the fact table. Having that information in the
overall EDW statistics allows users to see how business requirements associated with particular business
processes were implemented in the EDW.

Report development
The next source of data quality issues is the report development process. If a report developer does not
fully understand business requirements or is not confident about the relationship between data in the
EDW then it is highly likely that the resulting report will not meet expectations. Understanding business
requirements is not only about having sufficient business documentation. It is also about knowing what
6
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data is available in the EDW, its structure and main features. For instance, the grain of the fact table is the
key information for the report developer when he builds the report based on the corresponding fact table.
The report developer might think that he groups the data at some level when in fact he groups the data at
another level simply because he does not know the grain of the related fact table. At the same time
determining and describing the grain for complex data sets of the report is also important.
Describing the report content becomes increasingly difficult the more data are available in the EDW.
Powerful reporting tools allow working with complex data using complex aggregations and presenting
them in different ways (e.g. lists, crosstabs, charts, maps) but they do not help with selecting the most
transparent presentation method. Even describing the data sets in the report can be challenging depending
on the complexity of data involved and filters applied.

Report use
At the last stage when report users are using reports data quality issues may still arise. Mainly these relate
to situations where report users do not understand the main goal of the report, confuse some information
bits with others, are not confident of the meaning of the information, etc.
One way of dealing with this issue is to provide additional information or metadata required for the report
user to understand the report. This metadata should contain the context of the report (e.g. report purpose,
audience, usage information), information about related business processes and data quality information.
Another way is to provide a mechanism to allow the user to give feedback about the report (similar to the
approach in [3]). That feedback is not the real indicator since it represents only the user’s opinion about
his understanding of the report. The user might think that he does not understand the report correctly
when in fact he does but is not completely confident, or, he might think that he understands the report
completely when in reality he does not.
In brief, data quality issues, originating from the BI processes, indicate weak data quality management in
the BI environment. They show that within BI processes there are problems with understanding the
business requirements or with ensuring that business requirements are implemented correctly during each
major BI stage. In order to deal with data quality issues it is important to assist all related users with
understanding business requirements and their implementation during the BI processes.
Some data quality issues can be easily identified by having the necessary statistics automatically gathered
from BI processes (e.g. overall ETL statistics) and some data quality issues cannot be identified easily
even with gathering sufficient statistics (e.g. overall EDW statistics). Even if the statistics do not show the
data quality issues explicitly, it is still critical to have those statistics in order to assist with general
awareness of the BI environment and data quality status. Having all data quality information in one place
would show where data quality issues exist and where there are no such issues and should make clear who
is responsible for fixing data quality issues. It will also assure all involved stakeholders that data quality is
constantly monitored and therefore they can be confident of the data. One result of this can be better
understanding of BI processes and data quality management processes that may lead to improved
adoption of BI in the organisation. The next section discusses the data quality management principles
followed by a metadata framework that addresses the data quality requirements in the BI environment.

DATA QUALITY MANAGEMENT AND ITS PRINCIPLES
Before presenting the metadata framework solution, we have to convey our understanding of data quality
management in BI. By data quality management we mean establishment of tools, information and
business processes that facilitate data quality management. Data quality management must have tools that
deliver integrated data quality information in an open way to all participants involved in the BI processes.
Data quality management should have consistency in business processes across different BI stages as well
7
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as in delivery and integration principles of data quality. Data quality management processes must have
consistent responsibilities principles and embed strong assurance principles. Below we will describe a
proposed definition of data quality management by discussing specific features of the definition that
represent the main principles of data quality management. By principles we mean high level requirements
for the data quality management process. Each of these principles defines the requirements for the
corresponding data quality tools, information or business processes.

Integration
Comprehensive data quality management is possible only with having all data quality related information
incorporated in one place. This allows us to get an instant picture of data quality status in all BI stages. It
allows engagement of different types of users in the same data area, to see others’ progress and have
confidence in data quality. Integrated data quality allows us to automate or semi-automate data quality
processes, which can be helpful between BI stages and/or between different teams involved.
Integration of data quality data requires integrated metadata from all BI stages. Integrated metadata
describes elements of the BI environment at different BI stages and represents a foundation for data
quality integration. It connects different elements of the BI environment and hence provides lineage and
dependency capabilities for data in the BI environment. Data quality information is a part of the overall
integrated BI metadata. In other words, data quality management requires integrated data quality
information which in itself requires sound integrated BI metadata. All this demands tight integration with
BI databases, which store data as they move though ETL stage, come into the EDW and appear on the
end-user report.

Responsibility
Acknowledging the fact that responsibility for data quality is dispersed across the organisation, we think
that there is a need for a common rule for sharing this responsibility. We propose a principle of
consistency in responsibility for data quality across the organisation – responsibility rests with the unit
which has oversight of the area that is a source of data quality issues. As people who are responsible for
the design of EDW should not be responsible for ETL issues (and therefore should not test the ETL
results), ETL developers should not be responsible for issues in the source systems. Unfortunately with
the ETL stage it is a bit more complex. Since this is a major initial stage in BI processes (after collecting
business requirements), ETL developers have to perform data profiling in order to communicate the data
quality condition back to business owners of the source systems. It is up to business owners (and
organisation-wide practices) to decide how to deal with data quality issues in existence.

Openness/Transparency
Data quality results from any BI stage should be easily accessible by anyone in the organisation to
provide confidence to all involved users and, especially, to business users, and to increase awareness of
existing data quality sources and processes of managing data quality in the BI environment.

Consistency
8
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To make data quality more comprehensible by all types of users the data quality information should be
based on a consistent data structure across the BI environment. There needs to be a consistent way of
storing, and delivering data quality information and a clear way of analysing data quality information.
Having similar interfaces and consistent principles and processes around data quality for every BI stage
makes the whole management process more intuitive for users when they encounter data quality
information relating to another BI stage.

Delivery (One stop shop)
In terms of delivery data quality information should be easily accessible from the BI environment. On
opening a BI report the user wants to see the overall status of the report in terms of data quality and if
required to get quality details about particular data elements presented in the report. This principle
requires having integrated data quality information.

Assurance
Assurance practices needs to be embedded into each data quality management process. Major actions
related to data quality management should be quality assured. The whole data quality management
process should be based on best practice and independent quality assurance ideally performed by an
external party. Quality assurance can be performed by an internal party depending on the cost-benefit of
using the external party.
The data quality of each stage in the BI environment depends on the data quality results of the previous
one. If a critical issue arises during the ETL stage then going forward with the testing of EDW design is
useless and so on. At the same time, according to the main goal of data quality – “meeting business
requirements” – it is becoming obvious that business users should be aware of the data quality status and
its progress toward meeting business requirements [9]. The problem here is that it can be difficult for
business users to come up with a final list of business requirements at the early stages of the project,
especially for a new data set. Sometimes business users need to see some results before they can provide
the final version of business requirements. Often at the beginning of the project overall business
requirements are in a state of flux. This means that data quality requirements can also change from time to
time. Only when business users start to work with a new area in the data set, they become interested in
data quality information. At that time they should be able to get an overall picture of the data quality
condition, identify all existing issues and based on the provided information initiate the process of fixing
the issues. For this to happen all BI process participants (ETL developers, EDW designers, report
developers) must share responsibility for providing information about data quality status related to their
area. Transparency of data quality information will assist all users with understanding of BI processes and
reported results and also provide required confidence in data to business users.

METADATA FRAMEWORK TO SUPPORT DATA QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Earlier we defined metadata as a mechanism for describing elements of the BI environment and data.
Having metadata infrastructure that gathers, processes and furnishes relevant metadata information to all
types of users allows them to efficiently manage and share the knowledge about the BI environment. It
seems reasonable to have a broad BI metadata system that will, in addition to other metadata information,
provide data quality information. Thus a data quality initiative would be a part of overall metadata
strategy. Below we describe major metadata elements that represent a basis for data quality metadata in
the BI environment.
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As we mentioned earlier, data quality has many dimensions or, in other words, there are many attributes
for describing data quality. Some of them are consistency, completeness, confidence, freshness,
coherence and accuracy [3, 6, 11, 12, 18]. These data quality dimensions are common in the leading
profiling tools [9]. Some of these quality dimensions are more relevant for particular types of users; some
of them are more relevant for describing particular elements in BI processes. These choices can be made
based on the type of the new data set and overall business requirements. Relevance of some data quality
dimensions can change over time as usage of data quality becomes more widespread. While these quality
dimensions can be decided later, there is a need to define the main elements of the BI environment for
data quality management. These elements should also represent the major metadata elements of the BI
environment. If they are important enough to have quality assurance in place, then they represent the most
important elements in the BI environment.
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Figure 3 Main metadata elements for data quality model

Based on data quality issues that we identified earlier, we propose the following main metadata elements
for the metadata data quality model. Each BI stage has three core metadata elements that should be used
for designing a data quality model of the related BI stage. Some of the metadata elements appear to be the
same in different BI stages. It means that the same metadata element may have different data quality
attributes depending on the BI stage e.g. a table element in source systems would have different data
quality attributes from a table element in the EDW.
If design of the metadata data quality model is based on a dimensional approach then each BI stage would
represent a business process while main metadata elements would represent compulsory dimensions for
each fact table that represents the corresponding business process (BI stage).Below is an example of how
an ETL relationship diagram can be implemented using proposed core metadata elements (Figure 4).
Each relationship within the ETL processes would have a number of source data elements and a number
of destination data elements. All data elements would be uniquely identified by a value in the database,
table and column dimensions. The relationship dimension will have attributes about a business rule (if
applicable) and about transformation implemented along the way. Relationship fact table will allow the
definition of many source and destination data elements for each particular relationship. The relationship
Role dimension would store a role of the data element in the relationship, for instance, source data
element or destination data element. The “Count” measure would have a constant value of ‘1’ in order to
allow counting data elements involved in the relationships.
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BI stage - ETL
ETL relationship diagram

ETL Database dimension
ETL Database Key

Relationship dimension
ETL Database Name
Relationship Key
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Business Rule
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Relationship Type dimension
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ETL Table dimension
ETL Table Key
ETL Table Name

…

ETL Column dimension

Relationship Type

ETL Column Key
ETL Column Name

Figure 4 Example of ETL Relationship Diagram

As well as describing particular BI stage, proposed metadata elements can be used to describe
relationships between elements of the BI environment existing in different BI stages. For example,
consider a connection between the EDW BI stage and the Building reports BI stage which is implemented
by storing the relationship between Column element on the report and source Column elements from the
EDW (Figure 5). Each Column element in the report is a transformation of one or many Column elements
from the EDW. Information about transformation and corresponding business rule is stored in the
Relationship dimension. This model provides a lot of insightful information e.g. a list of all EDW tables
used for the report, a list of all reports dependent on a particular EDW table and how business processes
in the reporting area are correlated with the business process in the EDW.
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BI stages – EDW and Building reports
Connection of BI stages
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Figure 5 Example of Connection between BI stages

SUMMARY
In summary, data quality represents a massive risk for the BI effort. BI processes have to incorporate
steps for dealing with data quality issues originating from source systems and assure data quality within
BI processes. Comprehensive data quality management is a necessity for BI success in the organisation.
But data quality management is not only about monitoring and fixing data quality issues. It is also about
educating all types of BI users about data quality, data and the BI environment.
In this paper we have discussed data quality as being a main indicator for meeting business requirements.
We discussed major sources of data quality issues, presented particular examples and outlined the
information required to deal with given data quality issues. Furthermore, we recommended key principles
to assist with the development of a comprehensive data quality management process. In addition, use of a
metadata framework has been proposed as a main technical solution for data quality management with
key metadata elements. Accordingly, we presented examples of the proposed metadata elements for
describing data quality information across the BI environment. Combined, these ideas and proposals
represent a methodology for comprehensive management of data quality in the BI environment.
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